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18 snow

After a spate of more-than-average snowstorms in January of 1936 there 
comes one of such proportions that after the worst is over, Grampa sits 

at his desk and writes an essay, which he sends off to The Beloit Daily News:

SOME HEROES OF PEACE TIME

When I was a boy I was thrilled by the stories of heroes of war time. Out-
standing in my memory is the story of Washington crossing the Delaware. 
How men could face such hardships amazed me. In the course of my experi-
ence I have witnessed many heroic incidents not the least of these being in 
connection with the humble duty of getting the quart of milk to the con-
sumer’s door regardless of obstacles. There was a group of heroes about every 
milk plant serving the homes of the cities in the path of the recent blizzard.

The scenes about the Dougan plant were typical of the many. Our ques-
tion was, “Can the milk get through to the plant and from the plant to the 
consumer?” Our answer was, “It must get through.” — and this answer was 
a deep conviction in the mind and purpose of everyone connected with the 
business.

The farmers said, “We will get through,” and immediately put their prom-
ise into action. Far into the night Saturday a group of farmers and employ-
ees of the plant struggled through the drifts with their teams and sleighs, 
and delivered the evening’s milk to the plant, that the delivery trucks might 
be supplied early Sunday morning. At 3 A.M. the delivery men and help-
ers faced the cutting wind, met and mastered the mountainous drifts, and 
greeted their customers with a smile and a bottle of milk, almost on time. 
One delivery man took a case of milk on a hand sleigh a half mile through 
blocked streets in an outlying section, that his customers might be served.

The problem of the farmers getting their milk through Sunday was in-
creasingly difficult. One group got together with bobsleigh and team. They 

Jackie shakes her head vehemently. “It’s not the same at all! The cows 
are fed, and then they’re milked, and then they’re stripped, and the barn is 
cleaned — the job’s the same, but there’s so much more to it, it keeps it in-

teresting. And in the milk house 
they bottle the quarts, and then 
the pints, and then the half pints, 
and then the chocolate milk, and 
they wash the bottles and make 
butter and cheese — one man 
doesn’t just stand there stamping 
caps on bottles all day, and that’s 
all he does. And on the route, 
you’re moving around town, 
and seeing people, and meeting 
dogs, and — and — well, going 
through shoe factories.”

“And out in the field,” adds 
Daddy, “the hay is only a little 
part of it. There’s plowing and 
planting and cultivating, and 
worrying about the weather — ”

Jackie nods. “The shoe factory 
was interesting because I wanted 
to see how shoes are made, and I 

went through with the milkman and saw the whole thing. But if I had to stay 
in one spot all day, indoors, sewing up one little thing, and not being able to 
talk to anyone on account of how noisy it is — I don’t think I could stand it!”

“Unfortunately, a lot of jobs are tedious,” says Daddy, “and a lot of people 
have to work at them whether they like them or not. But I must say I agree 
with Jackie. I often thank my lucky stars that I’m a farmer.”

Jackie takes her last bite of birthday cake. “Me, too,” she says.
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Howard Milner, at the time he took Jackie through 
the shoe factory.
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head to keep the wind off. When they are nearly opposite the dairy they cut 
across the fields. They arrive about four in the afternoon, in time to meet Ron 
Dougan and a group coming up from the southwest, and Fred Wallace and a 
crew from the north. The milk house workers pour out of the Big House to 
process and bottle the milk, while the bobsledders drag into the Big House 
for warmth and the hot meal that Grama has prepared, before battling the 
weather to get home.

There are other storm-based events which don’t make it into Grampa’s ac-
count. One of these concerns Tom Higgins. Tom sells his milk to Dougan’s; 
he’s a patron farmer. He and the other patrons who live beyond the Hill Farm 
regularly bring their milk cans only that far, very early in the morning. Then 
Roy Veihman, a route man who lives on the lower floor of the Hill Farm 
house, carries them the three miles on to the main farm. He also makes a trip 
back home to collect the afternoon milk.

On the Monday after the storm, with the roads still impassable, Tom Hig-
gins brings his milk by bobsled on a path that goes through a woods and over 
the fields to the drop point. It’s an arduous and icy trek and takes him till 
midmorning. He’s scarlet-nosed and covered with snow. As he turns his team 
to head home, he sees Fannie Veihman waving from the Hill Farm porch. 
“Tom! Coffee!”

Gratefully Tom brings his team into the drifted yard. Roy and Fannie are 
friends, active in the Grange; Tom’s sons are in Roy’s County Y group. The 
Veihmans are a popular and hospitable couple and their kitchen is always 

fought the elements for hours, but finally were compelled to turn back. To 
quit? Never! Only to get reinforcements and to try another flank. And they 
got their milk through! See the picture. Seven men, two teams; slowly toiling 
over and through drifts along an impassable highway. They turn into fields 
and across lots; men with shovels preceding the teams, breaking the hard 
crust on the deepest banks, cutting wire fences, shoveling through drifts. 
The horses tugging, plodding, floundering, falling, only to arise and try 
again — the men muffled in all sorts of uniforms, their faces seared with the 
cold, but with their spirits high and determination to get through firm. As 
this group approached the milk plant another group with a four horse team 
tugging a full bobsleigh load, appeared from another direction, having gone 
through a like experience. A warm supper of hot soup, coffee, doughnuts, 
and sandwiches cheered the men after their long fight. The milk had gotten 
through to the plant.

All during the night the plant force with equal determination and high 
spirit attacked their belated job of properly handling and bottling the supply 
for morning delivery. Again the faithful delivery men and helpers battled 
the drifts, met the elements, and the finished product was placed at the con-
sumer’s door almost on time.

Heroes these as truly as any lauded knight of old or heroes in the glare of 
publicity and the favor of public acclaim.

Phil Holmes is one of those heroes trying to get the milk through. He’s 
in high school, and when Clay Davis arrives to fetch the Holmes milk, his 
own milk already on a bobsled, Phil joins him. They load milk at Wellers 
and head for the Higgins farm. They can’t see the road or even the horses in 
front of them; the snow is absolutely blinding. But when the bobsled comes 
to a standstill they get off to see the problem. They are up to their waists in 
snow, the horses up to their bellies. There is no going forward, or even turn-
ing around. They unload the milk cans into the snow, unhitch the horses 
and turn them separately, drag the sled around behind them and rehitch and 
reload. They then retrace their path home. Around noon they rally forces and 
try again, this time with two bobsleds. There is no way through to the town 
of Clinton, so they gather not only the milk for Dougans, but the milk from 
Turtle that should be processed in Clinton. Men on foot break a trail with a 
team and empty bobsled, then the other team and the laden bobsled follow 
behind. They cut down to the State Line Road. Phil is one of the ones floun-
dering ahead of the first team; he holds his scoop shovel up by the side of his 
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The farm often had to grapple with heavy snows. Here you see the Big House, side barn, round 
barn and milkhouse in a snowy season.
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Tom is on his way home. Tom’s wife hangs up abruptly. It’s forty years later 
that one of Tom’s sons tells Fannie that his mother never forgave her for that 
morning. The revelation isn’t news to Fannie.

Close on the heels of the gargantuan blizzard a second paralyzing storm 
socks the area. Ronald and Vera have parceled out their children and left for 
Florida, where Vera’s sister has invited them to share a cottage on the ocean 
for two weeks. As the storm gathers strength, Grama chases them with a 
letter:

The radio news was telling all day Wed. that there was another bad blizzard 
on the way. I tell you we hated to hear about it. Roy and Bill Purcell went for 
the milk last night and they had a hard enough time to get through. It had 
begun — so Roy, Bill, and John stayed here all night. This morning, Thur., 
the blizzard was on good — or bad. I was awakened by the grind and roar of 
trucks on our driveway. I got up and looked out and three trucks were stuck 
and the “brownies” were throwing snow in every direction. They got out and 
off about a quarter past six, but we don’t know what this day and night will 
do to us. It is blowing quite hard and a lot of loose snow, as it snowed all day 
Weds. It is awful depressing so soon after the other. It may not be so bad and 
it may be worse. It is not so cold, and that is one consolation.

Grampa adds to Eunice’s letter:

About the work. Roy has managed getting the milk here and off this morning 
almost on time. The storm is not as bad as Sunday but had he not got the 
milk last night and also Freeman’s we would be in a fix. Roy, Holmes and Bill 
stayed here last night. Roy put in pretty nearly all night.

The pipe leading to barn at Hill Farm froze yesterday and I worked all day. 
Had plumber and finally Electric Co. They thawed it with 2300 volt current. 
I fear their job will be pretty expensive. I am going to have John and Gerue 
get the milk here tonight by team. And let Roy get sleep. Roy had yesterday 
off. Tuesday Henry was off. We will come on all right.

Had Grampa been talking instead of writing, he’d have said, with a ring of 
resolution in his voice, “We’ll fetch it!”

Grama’s consolation doesn’t last long: the temperature drops to twenty 
below. The blizzard mounts. It turns out to be longer, deeper and fiercer than 
the former. On the hill alongside the Hill Farm the horses mire and a bobsled 

full of visitors. They know all the 
gossip.

Tom stamps the snow off his 
boots and leaves them just inside 
the door. He unwinds his caked 
muffler, pulls off his mittens and 
coat. Fannie drapes the garments 
on a rack and edges it as close to 
the stove as she dares. Tom settles 
with a sigh into a sag-bottomed 
easy chair and stretches his legs 
out to the warmth till his toes 
are nearly touching. He cups his 
hands around a mug of coffee. Its 
steam coils up to wreath and war 
with the steam from his barnyard 
woolens.

Fannie has kept the pot hot 
all the difficult weekend, and has 
been the recipient of stories from 
others who sought respite in the 

kitchen. She has heard Roy’s tales of the dairy and the routes. Tom, com-
ing from the other direction, knows the news from his place all the way to 
Clinton. The two keep each other entertained as the wind sings around the 
door and flings handfuls of snow against the windows. Tom’s cup is refilled 
many times. Fannie notices that it is noon, and makes her guest a sandwich to 
fortify him for the hard trip home. He eats it, looking out a frosted pane and 
chewing slowly. At last he pulls on his dry clothing, stamps into his boots and 
heads into the cold. On the porch he gazes, bewildered, at an empty white 
expanse. There is no team, no bobsled.

“Your horses must have got tired of waiting,” says Fannie. “See the tracks 
heading toward home?”

Tom shakes his head and without a word crunches down the steps and 
follows them.

Back in the kitchen the phone rings. It’s Tom’s wife, frantic. The horses are 
in the yard, but where’s Tom? He took the milk over, early morning. Didn’t 
he get there? Has Fannie seen him?

Fannie explains about the coffee and warming up, and assures her that 
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Colley Road has been plowed. A milkman’s baby, 
Craig Dougan , surveys the snow.
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livery until the wind stopped. 
Our trade is holding up good 
and the herd is producing well 
in spite of the cold weather.

March brings thaws and 
floods. In the back pasture, Spring 
Brook changes from a stream that 
a good spitter can spit across, to a 
racing torrent far too wide to span 
with an iceball. On the flood plain 
where Spring Brook meets Turtle 
Creek, just beyond the double 
bridges on Colley Road, there’s a 
vast sea and both bridge surfaces 
are under water. For more than a 
week no vehicles can traverse the 
road. The milk trucks must first 
head away from town, then cut 
over to the State Line Road and turn back, following higher land and bridges. 
It’s a detour of many miles. The school cab has to follow the same route, and 
everyone must get up earlier to meet it. Jackie, her nose pressed to the cab 
window, looks across the valley at the inundated bridges and the gleaming 
expanse where water shouldn’t be, and marvels at the great ice floes churn-
ing along with no regard for stream bed. As the water recedes the ice floes, 
some as big as barn floors, are left beached on the flood plain like a giant’s 
abandoned checker game. Throughout the spring they slowly dwindle away.

The snows, the length of the sub-zero weather, and the floods of 1936 
go down in the annals as the worst since 1881, and for decades they are the 
yardstick against which all winters and springs are measured. Grampa’s es-
say doesn’t exaggerate the heroism of the farm workers and milkmen. While 
the daily paper frequently did not get delivered, and the mail didn’t make it, 
either, while schools and businesses closed, while Greyhound buses coughed 
to a stop in snowbanks and trains came through only sporadically, Dougan 
Dairy battled drifts and floods and never for a day failed to deliver the milk to 
each customer’s doorstep — although sometimes a few hours late.

of full milk cans overturns. It takes many hands to right it and get team and 
cargo to the dairy. By then the weather is so impossible that all the men 
have to stay the night, along with those from the night before. Grama writes 
Florida with some pride, that she was ready for the emergency with plenty of 
baked beans, soup, bread, doughnuts and cookies.

The following night the hotel turns out to be at the Hill Farm; Fannie’s 
kitchen is full of stranded men. The hilarity there includes phone calls to 
friends, so that one of the milk house workers, who lives in town, decides to 
try his luck and see whether he can make it to the party. Hank Florey’s ar-
rival proves that Highway 15 from Beloit to Milwaukee, a mile or so north, 
is being kept open, whereupon all the single men decide to mush out, retrieve 
Hank’s car which he left near the highway, follow the plow into town, and 
attend the weekly dance at Waverly Beach dance hall. But they badly need 
baths.

The bathroom is off the kitchen. Johnny Holmes claims the first tubful. 
While he’s splashing Roy and the others fill a washtub with snow. They order 
Fannie into the bedroom, then burst in on Johnny and dump the snow on 
top of him. He roars into the kitchen, stark naked and beet red.

The storms taper off. When Ronald and Vera return from Florida, Colley 
Road is a tunnel with plowed drifts fifteen feet high. They have been warned 
by more than letters: while still in St. Petersburg, Daddy opens a Florida 
newspaper that has a picture of mountains of northern snow, and the caption 
says the photo was taken “east of Beloit, Wisconsin.” That’s where the farm is; 
the photograph is of their road towards Marstons.

Joan, Patsy, Jackie, and Craig have never known such a winter. There is so 
much snow along the snow fences, and so easy to excavate under the crust, 
that they are able to dig cavernous rooms with almost cathedral ceilings. They 
connect these with a labyrinth of crawlways, and visit back and forth in each 
other’s crystal palaces.

Grampa continues to take pride in the feats of the winter. He reports to his 
cousins in Watertown, Jane and Nellie Needham, in mid-February:

…I know you are wondering how we are making out during this severe win-
ter. I will answer it with one word — good! We have not missed a day in 
getting our milk out and scarcely missed a customer. It has taken some pretty 
stiff pushing but I have a good bunch of loyal men and our patrons have 
cooperated with us nicely in helping to get their milk here. We have had to 
go ahead of the county plows some because we could not hold up our de-
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Dobby (Everett Dobson) uses a sled to deliver to 
an impassable street.


